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Planning Committee Meeting
Moccasin Flower Room
Wednesday, April 17, 2013
Present: Margaret Kuchenreuther (chair), Julie Eckerle, Jim Hall, Arne Kildegaard, Jane Kill, Sarah
Mattson, Jordan Wente
Absent: Jim Barbour, Charles Cain, Michael Eble, Leslie Meek, Lowell Rasmussen
Guest: Nancy Helsper
♦ Margaret called the meeting to order. She asked for additions/corrections to the minutes from March
27, 2013 and April 3, 2013. With one minor correction to each, the motion to approve passed.
♦ Discussion on the resolution presented by Troy Goodnough at last month’s meeting. The committee
decided not to act on the resolution as presented. However, the committee would like to add the
Sustainability Coordinator as an ex-officio member. Margaret will ask the Steering Committee how to
make this change in the constitution. The Green Team would then be under the Sustainability
Coordinator’s auspice. If the Green Team needs to be validated Troy could have this done under the
Chancellor. The Planning Committee tabled the resolution Troy presented.
♦ Jim Hall presented information on results from UMM’s campus wide 2013 audit. The previous audit
was in 2007. Jim explained there are two types of audits: (1) internal audit (which this was) that
considers the possible risks to the University by operations of various campus units; (2) external
audit, which is conducted by an external firm and is finance-centered. (The data below reflect results
of the audit. In sum, the 2013 audit was much better than the one in 2007 because the current audit
identified few “critical” issues.)

UMM control chart from 2007 audit:

UMM draft control chart from current audit:

Note: In the data above for 2013 no red (essential/critical) issues were identified. It is extremely rare to go through an
audit and not have any RED be visible, so our campus did very well. Below are the recommendation for both 2007 and
2013 based upon the audits. There are three levels: useful, significant and critical control issues. Useful control
suggestions (shown in green) are strictly between the campus and the auditors, they goes no further. Both the significant
(shown in yellow) and essential (shown in red) control issues are reported to the Regents. We do not need to send
progress updates regarding corrections for significant control issues; they are just for the Regents’ information.
However, we must send quarterly updates on our progress to correct essential control issues.

2007
ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Information Systems
1. The UMM Bookstore application/computer environment does not comply with University standards to
address credit card processing risks. (Essential)
2. Procedures are not in place to ensure consistent system configuration and compliance with OIT data security
standards. (Essential)
3. Physical and environmental controls need improvement. (Essential)
4. Change control processes are inadequate. (Essential)
5. The configuration and management of the data network needs improvement. (Essential)
6. System administrator access needs to be better controlled. (Essential)
7. Business continuity and recovery processes need improvement. (Essential)
8. PeopleSoft interfaces are not fully automated or adequately controlled. (Significant)

Finances & Other Issues
9. UMM continues to face significant financial issues. (Essential)
10. A project sponsor has not been notified regarding project delays. (Essential)
11. Employee survey results indicate the need for corrective actions. (Significant)
Business Services Office
12. Controls related to the cashier and bursar functions need strengthening. (Essential)
13. Existing security related to the cashier and bursar functions needs to be enhanced. (Essential)
14. Process improvements are needed for the Contingent Fund checking account. (Significant)
Auxiliary Operations
15. Management oversight of bookstore financial activities is inadequate. (Essential)
16. Improvements related to financial activities in the Office of Residential Life (ORL) are needed. (Significant)
17. Food service processes need improvement. (Significant)
Business Processes
18. Opportunities exist to reduce over-control and paper processing. (Significant)
19. Disbursement and internal document testing noted several exceptions. (Significant)
20. Internal controls over timecards are not adequate. (Significant)
21. Cash Receipts processes need improvement. (Significant)

2013
ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Information Technology
1. Management of applications housed at UMM needs to be strengthened.
2. Improvements are needed in workstation configuration.
Business Office and Financial Processes
3. Cash register void controls need to be improved.
4. Cash receipt process improvements are needed in some departments/divisions. (a) (b)
5. Disbursement process improvements are needed.
Payroll/Personnel
6. Entry of personnel actions into PeopleSoft is untimely. (a) (b)
7. Performance evaluations are not being conducted for all employees.
8. Payroll abstracts are verified but not always approved.
Athletics (including the football stadium)
9. Summer athletic camp process improvements are needed. (a) (b) (c)
10. Not all Athletics coach’s contracts are in compliance with NCAA Division III regulations.

11. Changes are needed to improve compliance with Big Cat Stadium contract stipulations.
Employee Survey
12. Employee survey results indicate the need for management attention.
Auxiliary Activities
13. Billings for COMPASS work orders were not always timely and billing mark-ups were not approved by the ISO
Office.

Note: Following is the response of Computing Services to numbers 1 & 2 from Issues & Recommendations 2013 above.
Number 1 does not directly affect anyone but UMM Computing Services/ IT. Number 2 affects all campus computer
work stations. Currently, 82% of all possible eligible machines have with ACTIVE DIRECTORY. However they would like
this to be 100% (e.g., ACTIVE DIRECTORY is not currently available for Macs users).
1. Management of applications housed at UMM needs to be strengthened.
Morris has some applications housed locally that do not rise to the same level as “enterprise” applications. Not all
applications require the same level of management.
To ensure applications have a consistent risk management, UMM will establish a process by which application
owners should identify the risk profile of their application, indicating the impact of an application failure against its
likelihood.
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Applications that have a risk profile with moderate or high impact and moderate or high likelihood will have access
management processes, system testing environments, change management processes, and documented
procedures to ensure that only tested and authorized changes are moved to production or staff could efficiently
and effectively roll back changes in case of problems.
For applications that have a risk profile with low impact or low likelihood, these additional management processes
will be optional.
2. Improvements are needed in workstation configuration.
Computing Services, Instructional & Media Technology, and Library met on January 18, and agreed to move
forward with a cross-group functional planning discussion by February 1. This functional plan will update
workstation management processes and workstation imaging processes, so any PCs or Apple computers deployed

or re-imaged by these IT support areas will meet University security standards. The updated processes will be
reviewed with campus governance prior to implementation.
Pending approval by campus governance, all PCs will be bound to Active Directory as they are purchased or redeployed. UMM’s goal is to migrate all staff and faculty PCs to Active Directory where possible, and all PCs and
Apple computers configured to meet University security standards.
Lab PCs and Apple computers will be considered for migration to Active Directory at a later date, in partnership
with the Office of Information Technology.

What Is Active Directory?
Phase I allows active computers to utilize the central University of Minnesota System to log in with regular x500
user name password and it gives you drives on the network, and H drive and an S drive. The H drive is for
documents that are specific for the individual and wish to be kept private. The S drive is for those items which
may be shared. The S drive is a unique area for each individual campus unit/group. It is also important to say
that on an individual’s campus computer things are not necessarily backed up. That is something each person
must do. However, when using the H & S directories all information within those files is backed up every so
many minutes a day.
Phase II will allow IT to send out regular software updates.
If one investigates “Active Directory” alot of questionable information may be discovered. However, the
University has chosen not to use that portion of the application. Currently this is only available for window
machines, it is not available for Apple machines. Also, lab machines, test machines etc. are not open for this
process.
♦ The committee then turned back to consideration of UMM’s peer group. By the end of the next
meeting our recommendation should be finalized. Daniel Jones White sent a large file that may or
may not prove to be helpful. Nancy Helsper also did some more work. Nancy will talk to us now about
that. (All of Nancy Helpser’s information sheets are found after the narrative.)
Nancy took Daniel’s second nearest neighbor analysis file and sorted the information. The smaller the
SSD index number, the closer the campus is to UMM.
The Percentile Ranking of 6-Yr. Grad Rate vs. Expenditures/Student Comparison Group Draft #1 is
organized in quadrants. The lower right has higher graduation rates, but spends less per student.
Upper right has both higher graduate rates and spends a lot per student, etc. Morris has respectable
graduation rate and student expenditure. Fort Lewis has both low graduation rate and low student
expenditure.
Nancy also used an interactive mapping process from The Chronicle of Higher Education. The first
group shows the 23 colleges that have selected Morris as a peer. As we question if we may have left
an important potential peer off of our list, this would be an interesting place to find other possible
institutions. On the scattergram of institutions those in red are public, blues are privates and greens
are for-profit.
Upon a closer look at the mapping, UMM is kind of by itself, between the publics and the privates.
This helps explains why we are having a difficult time finding peers; UMM is a unique place.

The article where this information came from is also found below along with the website.
Margaret stated we did not accomplish the task Arne suggested, which was to collapse the data
Nancy produced into groups of “inputs” (like incoming ACT scores, % of students who are PELL
eligible, etc.) and “outputs” (like graduation rates). Jordan was going to do that, but ran into time
crunch with classes and projects due. He may be able to get it done and out to this group before our
next meeting on May 1st. Margaret will try to summarize the process we used to determine
membership of the peer group we are proposing. However, the committee should look over the 23
schools produced by The Chronicle. The most important piece of information learned by this process
is UMM is a public but aspires to and produce outcomes like a private…however without the money
and notoriety.
Meeting adjourned.

